Jim Cororan
UTOPIA & OHIO RR
HO Scale, 3/8"=1 foot
Min. radius 28" mainline, 24" branch
All turnouts #6
Max. grade 2%
Jim Cororan
UTOPIA & OHIO RR
Staging Levels
HO Scale, 3/8" = 1 foot
Min. radius 28" mainline, 24" branch
All turnouts #6
Max. grade 2%

LOWER LEVEL
"WEST" STAGING

DOWN TO "WEST" STAGING

UP TO "EAST" STAGING

MIDDLE LEVEL
"EAST" STAGING

"OUTSIDE" helix
up 3-3/4 turns
at 2%

"OUTSIDE" helix
up 2-3/4 turns
at 2%

"OUTSIDE" helix
up 2-3/4 turns
at 2%

"OUTSIDE" helix
up 2-3/4 turns
at 2%